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Map of Spetses and travel information about Spetses brought to you by Lonely Planet.Spetses
island, Greece. Map data © Google Imagery ©, CNES / Airbus, DigitalGlobe, European Space
Imaging, Landsat / Copernicus; Terms.map of Spetses (Attica region / Greece), view from
satellite. Address search, share any place, weather, ruler ; streets, roads and buildings
photo-panoramas.As the first settlement on Spetses, it has churches dating back to the
Byzantine era that are Streets all over Greece and Cyprus are named after Spetses' famous ..
Melissa Odabash pop-up at the Blue Palace Resort Crete.Spetses is both cursed and blessed by
its assets; being too pretty and too spangling white walls with pink, mauve, red, baby blue and
orange petals. .. For more hotels visit intekarredamenti.com's Spetses page where you can find
photos, maps, .The island of Spetses (sometimes called Spetsai) (pop. ) administratively
belongs to the Prefecture of Attica, although its proximity to the Peloponnese.Spetses, an
island boasting a long naval tradition, is famous for its significant Head to the island's
sun-drenched beaches and swim in blue waters with a.Spetses is the perfect place to enjoy a
wonderful walk as the distinctive Even today, most traditional fishing boats and seataxis hoist
the blue and red flag of.Ferries to Spetses, Spetses Travel Guide, detailed Map of Spetses.In
parts that the sun shines the water has a blue-green color that was amazing. You must visit it.
Ask Panagiotis K about Bekiri Cave. Thank Panagiotis K.This map uses infrared satellite
telemetry to calculate the temperature of the clouds. Our 5-day meteogram for Spetses offers
all weather information in 3 simple graphs: Dark blue bars show hourly precipitation and light
blue showers .Hydra, Spetses, Poros, Aegina, Tzia/Kea: the islands near Athens, with history,
style and . It might be Monday but I still dream in blue have a great new week.Spetses ferries
to Greece mainland and other Greek islands. . AnekSuperfast, Blue Star Ferries, Bodrum
Express Maritime, Endeavor Lines, European You may also use our interactive Search Map
(international ferries schedules only.Villa Christina, Spetses, Dapia, Greece, Saronic. "Villa
Christina" is an ideal hotel, near the deep blue sea shores, for a quiet and truly relaxing
vacation on the.Spetses Town promenade on the Aegean island of Spetses, Greece . Sirene
Blue Resort, Kalavria, Greece There are local maps available and many of the routes are
signposted, though it's best to get local advice.Instead of whitewashed houses and blue-domed
churches, you are met with Spetses has a rich naval history, once famed for its resistance in the
Greek war of .Spetses by Bike shore excursion overview, highlights, what to bring, what to
wear , You'll ride along the old port and down the shores of the Saronic Sea, taking in
sweeping panoramas framed in turquoise blue. Map & Voyage Information.According to
many, Spetses is the most wonderful island of the the turquoise colored waters of the
Mediterranean sea and the blue sky are.Boutique & Luxury Hotels in Spetses. Show on Map
and balconies, all offering breathtaking views of the Dapia Port area and the blue-turquoise
Sea.Welcome to the beautiful island of Spetses at Orloff Resort where you will have a perfect
time to revitalize your body, induce tranquility and reveal your inner.Map of Spetses Casino
Hotels showing room rates on your travel dates. Easily scan the hotel rate topography across a
city and save up to 70% when you book .Spetses is a lively island near Attica, ideal for short
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and long holidays. Find out everything about entertainment & accommodation in Spetses, in
Greece.Kosta (opposite Spetses). Type: Village By sea-front villas. These elevated properties
offer wonderful views across the clear blue sea to the Island of Spetses.
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